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Abstract—We consider the problem of imaging small fast
moving objects. The imaging system consists of a powerful
emitter (X-Band) located on the ground and several passive
receivers. The study of imaging fast moving objects is motivated
by the need to detect, track and image small energetic debris
(1-10cm) revolving around the earth at a low orbit (200km-
2000km). This is of interest because of the large amount of debris
which substantially increases the risk of satellite damage from
collisions. To determine the location and the velocity of the object
we use correlation-based imaging because it has been shown to be
robust to medium fluctuations such as atmospheric lensing and
aberrations. We show that with only about 9 recording platforms
we get as good a resolution as if we had a full 400×400 kilometer
aperture.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The objective of this paper is to show that passive cor-
relation based imaging with one or more emitters on the
ground and several airborne receivers leads to hight resolution
imaging of fast moving objects and therefore can be used
for tracking and imaging satellites and small debris in LEO.
This is of interest because there are roughly 700,000 debris of
size larger than 1cm in LEO and there is concern that future
collisions may have a chain reaction effect that would lead to
an unacceptably risky environment [10], [11], [16].

The first results in this direction are presented in [5] (see
schematic in Figure 1). The small fast moving object is mod-
eled as a point-like reflector moving with constant velocity,
VT . Debris are not necessarily in stable orbit but their motion
follows Newton’s law and therefore we seek to reconstruct
the six unknowns that characterize their trajectories: the three
components of the position and of the velocity. The imaging
data are the scattered signals from a train of incident pulses
emitted by a powerful transmitter located on the ground.
The receivers in [5] are also assumed to be located on the
ground and span an area of diameter a, which defines the
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Fig. 1. Schematic of the imaging system’s geometry. The receivers
R1, R2, . . . , RN are randomly placed in a domain of diameter a at a fixed
altitude h. The object to be imaged is moving with speed VT at height HT .
On or more powerful transmitters XE are located on the ground.

physical aperture of the imaging system. Here we consider
that the receivers are flying at altitude h above the turbulent
atmosphere, in which case we expect the correlation-based
imaging method to be robust relative to atmospheric turbulence
effects [7]–[9]. This is true for an imaging modality that uses
receivers that are not located on the ground but are flying
above the turbulent atmosphere, above the tropopause. The
key idea is that passive correlation-based imaging becomes
equivalent to having a virtual active array at the location of the
passive receivers. By moving the receivers above the turbulent
atmosphere, the atmospheric fluctuation effects on imaging
are minimized and imaging resolution is as if we were in a
homogeneous, fluctuation-free medium. We do not include in
the simulations presented here turbulence effects. This will be
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considered in future work.
In synthetic aperture radar (SAR), a single airborne trans-

mit/receive element is moving and its trajectory defines the
synthetically created aperture of the imaging system [4], [6].
Analogously, the trajectory of the moving target defines an
inverse synthetic aperture (ISAR) of length Ttot|VT |, with
Ttot the total recording time during the data gathering pro-
cess. Other important parameters of the imaging system are
the central frequency, fo, and the bandwidth, B, which are
determined by the emitter.

In this context, the well established matched-filter imaging
method [3], [13] was studied and its performance was com-
pared with a correlation-based imaging method. In matched-
filter imaging the recorded signals are Doppler compensated as
in [3], [12], [13] and synchronized with travel time delays so
as to maximize the correlation with the emitted pulse, which
is assumed known. The synchronization requires knowledge
of the emitter location with high accuracy. Correlation-based
imaging relies on cross correlations of signals between pairs
of receivers. The signals are also Doppler compensated and
synchronized, and must be recorded without down-ramping
[1]. However, in this case the synchronization does not require
knowledge of the emitter location since only time differences
matter. For correlation-based imaging we do not need to know
the pulse profile or the emission times but we need to record
the whole train of scattered pulses. A sufficient high sampling
rate is assumed so that the real-valued scattered signal can be
recorded as in [1], [2].

A rigorous resolution analysis for both the matched-filter
and the correlation-based imaging methods was carried out
in [5] and it was shown that the two methods have similar
resolution in cross-range. Cross-range is the coordinate that
is orthogonal to the direction of the receivers/scatterer that
defines the range. Note that it is the final resolution esti-
mates that are comparable, while the computations for image
formation in each case are quite different. The cross-range
resolution estimate is λoHT /a, with HT being the altitude
of the moving target and λo being the central wavelength.
This is the well-known Rayleigh resolution formula. In the
direction of the target’s velocity, the ISAR aperture plays a
role when it is big enough and the resolution estimate becomes
λo(

HT

a ∧ HT

2|VT |Ttot
) for the matched-filter, the wedge symbol,

∧, means the minimum between the two quantities. In the
range direction we see the biggest difference between the two
methods: matched-filter resolution is c0

2B and relies on the
bandwidth, while for the correlation-based imaging we obtain
λo

H2
T

a2 . In correlation-based imaging range resolution does not
depend on the bandwidth because the corresponding imaging
function relies only on arrival-time differences. The resolution
estimates for the velocity are given by the corresponding
ones for the location divided by the recording time Ttot.
This is not true for the velocity estimate along the range
direction provided by the matched-filter for which we obtain
the extremely precise estimate λo

2Ttot
.

We illustrate here with numerical simulations that the reso-
lution estimates obtained in the simplified configuration with

the receivers located on the ground describe well the resolution
that we obtain in the more realistic configuration considered
here with moving receivers.

This paper is organized as follows. We begin with the data
model and the problem setup in Section II. The two imaging
methods are presented in Section III. In Section IV we present
numerical simulations that verify our theoretical resolution
estimates summarized in Tables II and III.

II. DATA MODEL

We consider a (point) transmitter at XE that emits a short
pulse f(t). The total field u(t,x) is the solution of the wave
equation

1

c2(t,x)

∂2u

∂t2
−Δu = f(t)δ(x−XE), (1)

with a localized perturbation �T centered at the moving target
XT (t),

1

c2(t,x)
=

1

c20

(
1 + �T

(
x−XT (t)

))
.

The incident field has the form

u(0)(t,x) =
1

4π |x−XE |f
(
t− |x−XE |

c0

)
. (2)

In the Born approximation, and for a small point-like scatterer,
the scattered field is given by

u(1)(t,x) = − ρ

c20

∫ t

0

dτG(t−τ,x,XT (τ))
∂2u(0)(τ,y)

∂τ2

∣∣∣∣
y=XT (τ)

where ρ =
∫
�T (x)dx is the reflectivity of the target and

G(t,x,y) denotes the Green’s function. Using the expression
for u(0) and integrating by parts twice we obtain the following
expression for scattered field at the receiver at x = XR

us,R(t) = − ρ

c20

∫ t

0

dτ
1

4π|XT (τ)−XE |f
′′
(
τ − |XT (τ)−XE |

c0

)

× 1

4π|XR −XT (τ)|δ
(
t− τ − |XR −XT (τ)|

c0

)
.

We assume that the target is moving with constant velocity
along the trajectory XT (t) = YT+VT t, t ∈ (−Ttot/2, Ttot/2)
where YT denotes the location of the target at time 0. If we
introduce

Φ(τ ; t) = t− τ − |YT −XR + τVT |
c0

,

then we have

δ [Φ(τ ; t)] =
δ[τ − τ(t)]

|∂τΦ(τ(t); t)| ,

with τ(t) the unique zero of τ → Φ(τ ; t) in (0, t). Denoting
D(t) = YT −XR + tVT , We find that τ(t) is given by

τ(t) = t− |D(t)|
c0
(
1− ∣∣VT

c0

∣∣2)
⎡
⎣
√
1−

∣∣∣∣VT

c0

∣∣∣∣
2

+

(
VT

c0
· D(t)

|D(t)|
)2

−VT

c0
· D(t)

|D(t)|
]
.
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Using this in us,R(t) we get the (model) signal recorded at
the receiver

us,R(t) = −
ρf ′′

(
τ(t)− |XT (τ(t))−XE |

c0

)
(4π)2c20|XT (τ(t))−XE ||XR −XT (τ(t))|

× 1∣∣∣1 + VT

c0
· D(τ(t))
|D(τ(t))|

∣∣∣ .

III. THE IMAGING PROBLEM

Given the recorded signals us,R(t) at various receiver loca-
tions XR, we seek to estimate the target’s location YT and
velocity VT /c0 assumed to be small. This is a point in six
dimensions in general. For satellites or debris in orbit it can
be reduced to five with a ”tangential” VT . We make here the
assumption that the receiver locations are known. For matched
field imaging the source location XE must be also know with
wavelength accuracy while for correlation based imaging we
only need to know roughly the location of the source.

A. Matched field imaging function

The idea behind the matched-filter imaging function is that
we want to match the received signal with the emitted pulse.
The matching process involves the assumed initial position
and speed of the object (Y ,V ), and this matching can be
shown to be maximal at the true position (YT ,VT ). The
matching process takes into account γs, a (derived) Doppler
compensation factor,

γs(X,V ,XR) = 1− V

c0
·
(

X −XE

|X −XE | +
X −XR

|X −XR|
)
.

The matched field imaging function is

IMF(Y ,V ) =
1

NE

NE∑
j=1

IMF
j (Y + V Sj ,V ),

IMF
j (X,V ) =

1

N

N∑
R=1

∫
dt us,R(Sj + t)×

f
(
γs(X,V ,XR)

(
t− |X −XR|

c0

)− |X −XE |
c0

)

This imaging function requires knowledge of the transmitter
and receiver positions XE and XR. We also need to know
the pulse profile f . One wants to image a region around some
point YT , so the j-th scattered signal needs only to be recorded
for a short time around |YT −XR|/c0 + |YT −XE |/c0.

B. Cross correlation imaging function

We cross correlate the scattered signals recorded by pairs
of receivers and migrate them with the appropriate Doppler

compensation factors,

ICC(Y ,V ) =
1

NE

NE∑
j=1

ICC
j (Y + V Sj ,V ), (3)

ICC
j (X,V ) =

1

N2

N∑
R,R′=1

∫
us,R

(
Sj +

t+ ts(X,V ,XR)

γs(X,V ,XR)

)

× us,R′

(
Sj +

t+ ts(X,V ,XR′)

γs(X,V ,XR′)

)
dt, (4)

where ts(X,V ,XR) = |X−XE |
c0

+ γs(X,V ,XR)
|X−XR|

c0
.

Now it is not necessary to know the pulse profile f , which
could be different from one emission to another one. It is not
necessary either to know the emission times with accuracy.
But we need to record the whole train of scattered signals.
Moreover correlation-based imaging has been shown to be
robust to medium fluctuations when in a suitable imaging
configuration [8].

Since the target is moving with large velocity, both matched
filter and correlation-based imaging function must compensate
for the Doppler factors, as in [12], [13] or [14], [15].

IV. NUMERICAL SIMULATIONS

We assume that there is a single illuminating source on the
ground, whose location need not be known for CC imaging.
The emitted signals (synchronization, pulse form) are also not
known. They are, however assumed known for MF imaging.

The recording platforms and randomly placed in a 400×400
kilometer square at a fixed altitude h = 15km. We consider
here that the receivers are moving at different directions as
illustrated in the schematic of Figure 2. The satellite flies in the
Y2 direction at constant speed starting right above the source
on the ground.
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Fig. 2. Receiver distribution in a square with side a = 400 km. The black
triangles denote the receiver locations at the beginning of the recordings and
the arrows show the direction in which each receiver is moving. The labels
correspond to each receiver’s number, an integer from 1 to 12. The units are
in km. The values of the parameters used in the numerical simulations are
given in Table I.

The parameters for modeling SAR imagining of a fast
moving small object with passive SAR on a platform above the
atmosphere and microwave sources on the ground are given
in Table I.

There are five ”parameters” to be imaged: The three com-
ponents of the scatterer’s (say its initial) location and the
(assumed) two components of its speed. We actually include
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System Parameters
Central Frequency f0 9.6 GHz
Bandwidth B 622 MHz
Number of Frequencies in Bandwidth Nf 515
Slow-time Sampling Δs 0.015 s
Wave Speed c0 3× 108 m/s
Central Wavelength λo 3.12 cm
Altitude of Satellite H 500 km
Speed of Satellite VT 7,610.6 m/s
Altitude of Drone h 15 km
Velocity of Drone VR 50 m/s (180 km/hr)

TABLE I
TYPICAL VALUES OF THE PARAMETERS FOR OUR IMAGING

CONFIGURATION.

vertical speed as well since it is needed when dealing larger
size space objects.

Each passive SAR receiver (drone) covers a distance of 1.1
km, in 22.5 secs. During this time the moving object covers
a distance of 171 km. These are the recording windows used.

X-band

Y1
λoHT

a
3.75 cm

Y2 λo(
HT

a
∧ HT

2VTTtot
) 3.75 cm ∧4.4 cm = 3.75 cm

Y3
c0

2B
∧ λo

H2
T

2VTTtota
23 cm ∧5.5 cm = 5.5 cm

V1
λoHT

aTtot
0.17 cm/s

V2
λo

Ttot
(
HT

a
∧ HT

2VTTtot
) 0.17 cm/s ∧0.19 cm/s = 0.17 cm/s

V3
λo

2Ttot
0.07 cm/s

TABLE II
MATCHED FILTER RESOLUTION ESTIMATES.

X-band

Y⊥
λoHT

a
3.75 cm

Y3 λo

(H2
T

a2
∧ 2H2

T

aVTTtot

)
4.7 cm ∧22 cm = 4.7 cm

V⊥
λoHT

aTtot
0.17 cm/s

V3
λo

Ttot

(H2
T

a2
∧ 2H2

T

aVTTtot

)
0.2 cm/s ∧1 cm/s = 0.2 cm/s

TABLE III
CORRELATION-BASED IMAGING RESOLUTION ESTIMATES.

The theoretical imaging resolution formulas are given in
Table II for MF and in Table III for CC imaging. We also
give in the tables the resolution estimates for the two imaging
methods in the X-band and the S-band regimes.

The images obtained using MF and CC are shown in Figures
3 and 4. The numerical results are in very good agreement with
the theoretical resolution estimates. Remark that the theoretical
estimates are obtained for the case of stationary receivers
located on the ground while in our numerical simulations the
receivers are flying at altitude h = 15km. Since the location
of the receivers is assumed known their movement should not
affect the resolution. This is confirmed by the simulations.
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Fig. 3. Location reconstruction. Images with MF and CC in the (Y1, Y2) plane
(top), the (Y1, Y3) plane (center) and (Y2, Y3) plane (bottom). The units are
in m. The moving object’s velocity is VT = 7610m/s. The recording duration
is Ttot = 22.5s.
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Fig. 4. Velocity reconstruction. Images with MF and CC in the (V1, V2) plane
(top), the (V1, V3) plane (center) and (V2, V3) plane (bottom). The units are in
m/s. The moving object’s velocity is VT = 7610m/s. The recording duration
is Ttot = 22.5s.
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To examine how the number of receivers used affects the
imaging results we show in Figure 5 the images obtained using
subsets of receivers with cardinality 4, 6, 9, and 12. For each
number of receivers used we selected the receiver set so that
they span the whole square aperture (see Figure 2) as best
as possible given our initial set of 12 receivers. We made the
following choices: when using 4 receivers we selected the
receivers with labels 5, 8, 10 and 11. Let us denote the receiver
set S4 = {5, 8, 10, 11}. Then we increased the number of
receivers to 6 by adding receivers 7 and 12, so that S6 =
{5, 7, 8, 10, 11, 12}. In the case of 9 receivers we took S9 =
{2, 4, 5, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12} and S12 is the set containing all
available receivers.

The images shown in figure 5 are the IMF(Y ,V ) and
ICC(Y ,V ) images in the plane (Y1, Y2) obtained using
the receiver sets S4, S6, S9, and S12 from top to bottom
respectively. We observe that the quality of both MF and CC
images increases rapidly with the number of receivers and
very good results are obtained using just 9 receivers. For all
considered configurations, we observed that the resolution of
the images is stable and does not vary significantly with the
number of receivers used. It is mainly the side-lobes that are
affected by the number of receivers used. We presented here
results only for the location variables in the plane (Y1, Y2).
However, similar results (not shown here) are obtained for the
other unknowns.

We have shown that passive SAR imaging of satellites can
be done with a resolution that is essentially the optimal one,
properly interpreted, when using a suitably adjusted imaging
function to account for rapid target motion. The resolution
theory is challenging but essentially complete now, both for
CC and MF (currently used) imaging. CC and MF imaging
resolutions are comparable for multiple receivers (continuum
approximation) and ”large” apertures [2], [5].
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